The way forward for environmental auditing?
Aim with the seminar

Knowledge sharing and awareness raising

• Overview of relevant information for and expectations to environmental auditing
• Share ideas and issues on approaches related to evidence and criteria
• Share experiences and discuss what is best/good practice
• Awareness raising related to ISSAIs
SAIs’ responsibility and role

- National, public and independent actor
- Key institution for assessing national and international environmental policy implementation
- Access to information and possibility for detail assessments
What can a common ISSAI-framework give us?

• Better quality and conformity
• Credibility
• Common auditing platform and audit language

• More international cooperation?
• New tasks and roles – internationally?

INCREASED IMPACT?
Expectations to Environmental auditing

- to increase awareness of the importance of environmental auditing among key international organisations and build working relationships with them
- implementation of commitments made by governments in multilateral environmental agreements
- coordinated audits between SAIs relevant to environmental and sustainable development issues
Future for environmental auditing

• Environmental agreements/directives

• International funding on climate

• Public sustainability performance
ISSAIs
Opportunities and potential challenges for environmental auditing
What to bring home?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wf5Jn8O3s0c
Discussion topics

1. What will you share from this seminar with your colleagues back home?
2. Have you learned anything today that you can practice in your next audit?